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Analysis and Design of an Optimally Coupled 5-GHz QuadratureLC Oscillator
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Abstract—A 5-GHz quadrature LC oscillator has been realized,
in which the two LC stages are coupled with phase shifters. Anal-
ysis on the behavioral level shows that an -stageLC oscillator
is optimally coupled when each stage is connected with phase
shifters providing 180 phase shift. Simulation of the 5-GHz
two-stage quadratureLC oscillator reveals a 4.3-dB reduction in
phase noise compared to a quadratureLC oscillator without phase
shifters. Measurements of the 5-GHz quadratureLC oscillator,
made in a 30-GHz process, show a phase noise lower than

113 dBc/Hz, with a resonator quality factor of only 4 and an
oscillator core power dissipation of 21.2 mW.

Index Terms—Analog integrated circuits, oscillators, mod-
eling, optimization, phase noise, quadrature generation.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ODERN receiver architectures, such as the zero-IF re-
ceiver and the low-IF receiver, allow a high degree of in-

tegration and are therefore often utilized in wireless transceiver
designs [1]. In order to avoid loss of information, these architec-
tures normally have an in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signal
processing path. Usually the received signal is split after the
LNA and multiplied with a quadrature (I/Q) signal source. Ex-
amples of other receiver architectures that require I/Q signals are
image-reject receivers such as the Hartley and Weaver architec-
ture [2]. Quadrature signals may also be needed at the transmit
side of a wireless transceiver. In direct-conversion transmitters,
baseband I and Q data streams are multiplied with a quadra-
ture carrier signal, added, and transmitted. In this way, modu-
lation and upconversion are performed in the same circuit [3].
In receiver front ends for optical transmission, I/Q signals are
used in advanced data clock recovery (DCR) architectures. The
function of the DCR circuit is to extract the clock information
from the serial data stream which is transmitted over the optical
fiber. Most integrated DCR circuits are phase-locked loop (PLL)
based and require a frequency aid, which brings the oscillator in
the PLL within the acquisition range of the PLL. If an I/Q oscil-
lator is used, integrated DCR architectures can be constructed
with a built-in frequency discriminator [4]. In this case, no ex-
pensive external reference frequency such as a crystal oscillator
signal is needed to bring the oscillator within the DCR acquisi-
tion range. Another interesting application of I/Q oscillators in
the optical transceiver field is half-rate DCR architectures [5].
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A half-rate DCR architecture employs I/Q signals to be able to
operate at half the frequency of the incoming data rate.

All of the mentioned architectures have in common that
they require a signal source which provides I/Q output sig-
nals. These I/Q signals can be generated in many ways. If
phase noise requirements are not stringent, an even-stage
ring oscillator is often most convenient [6], [7]. However, in
many applications, for example, telecommunication front ends,
given a realistic power budget, the phase-noise specification
can only be achieved withLC oscillators. An even-stageLC
oscillator delivers, like even-stage ring oscillators, I/Q signals
“correct-by-construction” [8]–[13]. It is constructed with
identical stages, and the quadrature relation has its roots in the
phase condition for oscillation (Barkhausen’s phase criterion).
In practice, the quadrature relation is not perfect, but limited by
device mismatches, and is dependent on the layout symmetry.
Calibration techniques can be employed to improve phase and
amplitude matching [14]–[16].

This paper addresses the issue of optimum coupling ofLC
oscillators. When quadrature generation by means of an even-
stageLC oscillator is chosen for an application, the design ques-
tion of the optimum way of constructing a quadratureLC os-
cillator immediately arises. Optimum, in this context, meaning
minimum , which is the phase noise relative to the carrier
at offset frequency and has the units (dBc/Hz).

In order to answer the posed design question, an-stageLC
oscillator is investigated in this paper. Linear behavioral mod-
eling is used to derive first-order expressions for the quality
factor and the phase noise of an -stageLC oscil-
lator. Analysis of and shows that couplingLC os-
cillators with phase shifters can improve . Based on this
insight, a 5-GHz quadratureLC oscillator with phase shifters is
realized, which can be used in half-rate DCR architectures in
optical receivers [5].

In Section II, the conventional way of coupling two oscil-
lator stages to form a quadrature oscillator is described. Sec-
tion III introduces a behavioral model of an-stageLC os-
cillator, which includes phase shifters. Linear analysis of this
model will lead to the formulation of and for an

-stageLC oscillator. Section IV discusses the implications of
the presented theory and concludes that phase shifters can be
used to optimize of coupledLC oscillators. An op-
timally coupled 5-GHz quadrature oscillator employing phase
shifters is described in Section V. The measurement results of
this oscillator are discussed in Section VI.

II. CONVENTIONAL COUPLING OFLC OSCILLATORS

The simplest I/QLC oscillator consists of two identical
single-phaseLC oscillators. Normally, theseLC oscillators
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Fig. 1. Behavioral model of a quadratureLC oscillator with conventional
coupling.

are coupled with transconductances which force the two
single-phaseLC oscillators to oscillate in quadrature [8]–[13].
The behavioral model of an I/QLC oscillator which uses
this conventional coupling method is shown in Fig. 1. The
I/Q oscillator has two identical stages, an in-phase and a
quadrature stage, and has an inversion in the feedback path.
In each stage, anLC oscillator is present, implemented with a
parallel resonance circuit (the parallel circuit of , , and

) and transconductance . Transconductance
couples the two stages. The quality factor of the resonator
at resonance frequency is

(1)

where is the slope of the phase characteristic of the res-
onator.

The principle of operation of the conventionally coupled os-
cillator is explained by Fig. 2. Assuming a quadrature oscillation
mode exists, output voltages (see Fig. 1) and will be
in quadrature. Output voltage may lead or lag by
90 , hence, the phasor is also drawn. The phasors of
the currents in the quadrature stage, and

are shown as well in Fig. 21 . Based on
symmetry, the currents in the in-phase stage will be identical in
amplitude and phase relation, and we can restrict our analysis to
one stage. The sum of and can be written as
with and . The cur-
rent is injected into the resonator which provides a phase
shift . For the behavioral model in Fig. 1, it can be shown
that . The resonator phase shift
must be for quadrature oscillation.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, must be either 90 or
90 for quadrature operation. In practice, this ambiguity of

several solutions for quadrature oscillation2 is solved because
a practical resonator, unlike the theoretical parallel resonator in
Fig. 1, is asymmetric. This asymmetry provides a unique so-
lution to the oscillation conditions, where the phase condition
for quadrature oscillation is met and the loop gain is the highest

1In a high-frequency I/Q oscillator parasitic shift will cause~i and~i to lag
~v and~v , respectively. Also, the quadrature relation between the cur-
rents may not be present in a practical circuit, due to nonidentical parasitic phase
shift and other second-order effects. However, this does not alter the principle
of operation, and for brevity, an in-depth discussion of nonidealities is omitted.

2For a practical resonator, there can be more than two solutions, where the
oscillation conditions for quadrature operation are met [17].

Fig. 2. Combined phasor diagram of the output voltages~v and~v and

the currents in the quadrature stage,~i and~i .

[17]. From the preceding discussion, it will be clear that, in con-
ventionally coupled I/QLC oscillators, the resonator phase shift

is nonzero. For example, if and have the same ampli-
tude, and will also be equal to 45 . At zero
resonator phase shift, the quality factor of a parallel resonator
is maximum and equal to [see (1)]. Therefore, intuitively,

seems like a good operating point for maximum
quality factor and thus minimum in quadratureLC os-
cillators. In the next section, the influence of on the quality
factor and of multiphaseLC oscillators will be investi-
gated.

III. PHASE NOISE IN -STAGE LC OSCILLATORS

In Fig. 3, the behavioral model of an-stageLC oscillator is
shown. Compared to the quadrature oscillator in Fig. 1, there are
three major differences. First, the model in Fig. 3 is an-stage
LC oscillator model and obviously reduces to a quadratureLC
oscillator for . Second, in each of the stages, a noise
source is present, which models the total noise generated in
a stage. Third, a phase shifter with a fixed phase shiftis
inserted in each stage.

The linear time-invariant model in Fig. 3 will be used to
calculate of an -stageLC oscillator. A linear approach
needs justification, given the availability of recent phase-noise
theories, which include the time-variant and nonlinear nature
of a practical oscillator [18]–[20]. The main reason for a linear
approach is its simplicity, while still providing valuable design
insights. A linear approach to phase noise in an oscillator can
be quantitatively accurate within a few decibels for oscillators
which are operating in the linear or weakly nonlinear region
[21], [22]. For the large class of oscillators operating in the
strongly nonlinear region, phase-noise expressions derived
using linear analysis cannot be used for accurate quantitative
predictions. However, linear analysis is still of value for
this class, as it reveals the dependencies of the phase-noise
performance on design parameters.

The phase-noise-to-carrier ratio of an-stageLC oscillator
is calculated using the linear modeling method outlined in [22].
At system level, this model describes how white noise is shaped
within a linear feedback system into phase noise. Application of
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Fig. 3. Behavioral model of anN -stageLC oscillator with phase shifters.

this model on the -stageLC oscillator in Fig. 3 results in the
following expression:

(2)

where is the carrier frequency , is the
squared rms carrier current, and is defined as

(3)

in which is the transfer function of one stage of the
-stageLC oscillator in Fig. 3. In order to gain insight into the

behavior of as a function of and the circuit parameters
in oneLC stage, , , and the derivatives of
and need to be calculated. Calculation of these pa-
rameters, substitution in (3), and simplification leads to a good
approximation of :

(4)

which has an error less than 4% for ranging from 0 to 80
with respect to the more complicated exact expression for
reported in [23].

IV. OPTIMUM COUPLING OFLC OSCILLATORS

In this section, the implications of the theory in Section III
will be discussed. In Section IV-A, the design question posed in
the introduction concerning the optimum way to coupleLC os-
cillators is answered. To implement optimally coupled quadra-
ture oscillators, phase shifters are needed. Two simple phase
shifters are described in Section IV-B.

A. Design Implications of and

The quality factor in (4) is maximum for .
For , the quality factor of an -stageLC oscillator is
simply . For an I/QLC oscillator ( ), is plotted
in Fig. 4 versus for three values of . Close to zero
resonator phase shift, stays close to its optimum of 2 .
However, for large values of , decreases rapidly. At

, is halved and at , approximately
only 1/4 of the maximum quality factor remains.

Reduction of results in degradation. In Fig. 4(b),
the degradation of versus is plotted. In a prac-
tical LC oscillator, can be proportional to or

Fig. 4. (a) Quality factorQ versus the resonator phase shift, forQ is 5, 10,
and 20, andN = 2. (b) Degradation of theL (f ) versus the resonator phase
shift, forN = 2 andQ = 5.

Fig. 5. (a) Phase shifter with fixed phase shift. (b) Tunable phase shifter.

[19], and the degradation of for both situations
is plotted in Fig. 4(b), for and . At a resonator
phase shift of , the degradation of is only a
few decibels. However, for , for example, the degra-
dation in is 14 and 21 dB for quadratic and cubic de-
pendency on , respectively. The degradation of will
be higher for larger values of . Fig. 4 points out that the stages
in an -stageLCoscillator are optimally coupled if is made
zero. Zero resonator phase shift is obtained if the phase shifters
in Fig. 3 have a phase shift . For this phase
shift, the output currents of the transconductance and
transconductance both have the same phase as the de-
sired voltage phase in a stage. In other words,
makes the phase shift in each stage effectively180 .
Therefore, the phase condition for quadrature oscillation will be
met for .

Expression (2) with substituted, shows that
increasing the number of stages improves with
10 dB. However, an increased number of stages also
means increased power consumption. When normalizing for
power dissipation, is independent of the number of
stages.

B. Two Simple Phase Shifters

In a two-stage I/QLC oscillator, minimum will be
obtained with a phase shift of 90 . As a 90 phase shift for
sinusoidal signals is similar to an integrating or differentiating
action, it is possible to implement the phase shifters based on an
integrator or a differentiator. Fig. 5(a) shows the circuit imple-
mentation of a differentiator. The circuit not only provides the
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the I/Q oscillator with phase shifters.

Fig. 7. Circuit diagram of anLC oscillator stage.

required phase shift, but also provides isolation between the os-
cillator stages. The current flowing into the collector shows
a 90 phase shift compared to the input voltage up to a
certain frequency. Above this frequency, the phase will deviate
from 90 due to additional poles in the transistor. This effect
can be compensated by adding a direct path betweenand

as is shown in Fig. 5(b). In principle, any phase shift can
be made by proper dimensioning of the currents and
of the direct path and the differentiating path, respectively. At
high frequencies, however, parasitic effects will limit the range
of the phase variation.

V. A 5-GHZ QUADRATURE LC OSCILLATOR

WITH PHASE SHIFTERS

The phase noise improvement due to adding phase shifters in
a multiphaseLC oscillator has been investigated for a two-stage
LCoscillator at high frequencies. A 5-GHz I/QLCoscillator has
been realized which is based on the architecture in Fig. 3. This
oscillator can be used in half-rate DCR architectures which were
mentioned in Section I. With a quadrature oscillator running at
5 GHz, a 10-Gb/s half-rate DCR can be constructed [5].

A block diagram of the realized I/QLC oscillator is shown
in Fig. 6. The phase shifter from Fig. 5(a) is used to couple the
two LC oscillator stages. The cross-coupled wires implement
the inverter in the behavioral model. Fig. 7 shows the circuit di-
agram of oneLCoscillator stage. The I/QLCoscillator is imple-
mented in a BiCMOS process with a 30-GHz cut-off frequency
( ) [24]. The inductors and in Fig. 7 are implemented as
one balanced coil with a center tap which is connected to.
Constraints in design time led to reuse of a well-characterized
resonator (the parallel circuit of , , , and ). At
5 GHz, the quality factor of this resonator is only 4, because
the resonator was optimized for lower frequencies. Furthermore,

Fig. 8. Micrograph of the 5-GHz quadratureLC oscillator.

Fig. 9. Frequency andL(2 MHz) versus the tuning voltageV .

its large parasitic capacitance reduced the effective tuning range
of the p-n-type varactors. Obviously, a resonator with higher
and lower parasitics will improve as well as the tuning
range. The transistors and implement . Supply
voltage was set to 2.7 V and was set to 1.44 mA.

In order to obtain a value for the of the I/QLC oscil-
lator, the circuit simulator SpectreRF was used. At 5 GHz, the
simulated MHz is about 114 dBc/Hz. This figure was
compared with of the same design but coupled without
phase shifters. Phase-noise simulations show a degradation of
4.3 dB at 5 GHz compared to the implementation of Fig. 6. Even
at 5 GHz and with a moderate resonator quality factor, the
proposed architecture with phase shifters has improved perfor-
mance in comparison to conventionally coupled I/QLC oscilla-
tors.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The oscillator presented in Section V was designed and fab-
ricated in a 30-GHz BiCMOS process [23]. The active chip
area is m m and the VCO core dissipation is
21.2 mW with a supply voltage of 2.7 V. Fig. 8 shows a micro-
graph of the I/QLC oscillator with phase shifters.

Measurement results of the oscillation frequency and
MHz versus varactor tuning voltage are shown

in Fig. 9. The MHz is better than 113 dBc/Hz over
the complete tuning range and the phase noise simulation of

114 dBc/Hz matches well with the measurements. Measure-
ments of MHz and the tuning range were performed using
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Fig. 10. L(f ) versus the offset frequencyf . The carrier frequency is 4.9
GHz.

Fig. 11. Power spectrum of the oscillator at 5.22 GHz.

a spectrum analyzer. The measurements were verified
with a phase-noise sideband measurement setup based on the
HP 3048. Fig. 10 shows the measured phase-noise sideband of
the I/Q LC oscillator at an oscillation frequency of 4.9 GHz.
The power spectrum of the oscillator running at its highest
frequency of 5.22 GHz is shown in Fig. 11.

VII. CONCLUSION

QuadratureLC oscillators can be used for low-power low-
phase-noise quadrature signal generation. Coupling ofLCos-
cillator stages by means of phase shifters having a phase shift
of 180 implements zero resonator phase shift and there-
fore optimum coupling. Two-stage quadratureLC oscillators
are optimally coupled if the phase shifters which couple the
stages have 90 phase shift. Based on this insight, a 5-GHz
quadratureLC oscillator with phase shifters has been realized
in a 30-GHz BiCMOS process. Compared to a similar de-
sign without phase shifters, a 4.3-dB improvement in
was simulated at 5 GHz. Measured tuning range was 4.91 to
5.22 GHz. The MHz is better than 113 dBc/Hz with only
21.2 mW core dissipation and a resonator quality factor of 4.
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